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Abstract
In the post-truth era, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic, an effective correction on misinformation is necessary to promote personal and public health. To better understand the effect of “correcting” misinformation, therefore, we
investigated correction from different users on social media
(e.g., individual users, fact-checking websites, and health organizations) and the frequency of correction (e.g., once vs.
twice) in three online experiments. In each experiment, we
evaluated participants’ perceived accuracy and willingness
to share in terms of real and fake news of COVID-19, respectively. Across all experiments, a single correction from
the health organizations effectively reduced participants’ perceived accuracy rating on the COVID-19 fake news. Experiments 2 and 3 revealed the effects of a single correction from
individual users and fact-checking websites. Moreover, results of post-session questionnaires indicated that participants
counted on the reliability of the sources in the correction. We
did not obtain the consistent effects of frequent correction but
verified the vulnerability of participants with high health anxiety to the COVID-19 fake news across all experiments. Overall, our study highlights the effects of user-initiated correction
regardless of whether the user is an individual or an organization, as long as the correction contains a reliable source.

Introduction
The explosion of fake news is one of the problems that social media has triggered (Ha, Andreu Perez, and Ray 2021).
On social media platforms, people can easily get and share
news even before checking its veracity. Thus, platforms such
as Twitter and Facebook have attempted to contrive ways
to curtail misinformation, such as computationally detecting fake news (Facebook 2020) or correcting misinformation (Roth and Pickles 2021). The focus of our work is on
the latter.
Despite considerable research on correcting misinformation (Vraga and Bode 2017; Bode and Vraga 2018; Pennycook, Cannon, and Rand 2018; Seo, Xiong, and Lee
2019; Seo et al. 2021), it is still premature to conclude
the most effective way to correct misinformation. In addition to the methods to correct misinformation by platforms
(e.g., the popping-up warning message for questionable contents), research on user-initiated correction has started recently (Vraga and Bode 2017, 2018). It is critical to investigate effective user-initiated methods to correct misinformation as users are the main characters sharing information
on social media. Moreover, prior studies demonstrated that
Copyright © 2022, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
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users have actively participated in the corrections on social
media (Bode and Vraga 2021).
During the COVID-19 pandemic, a great deal of misinformation about the virus and treatments has been pouring
out on social media, threatening personal and public health
worldwide. In reality, there were many cases where people died from wrong treatments for COVID-19 due to fake
news.1 Since people with high health anxiety are more associated with seeking online health information (Starcevic
and Berle 2013; McMullan et al. 2019), they can be more
vulnerable to COVID-19 misinformation and more resistant
to the correction compared to people with low health anxiety. Therefore, it is imperative to examine the effective correction on COVID-19 misinformation, and understand how
people’s health anxiety level impacts the correction effects.
Focusing on the correction on COVID-19 misinformation,
we investigated the following research questions (RQs) in
current work.
• RQ 1. Will the correction from an individual user or an
organization user (e.g., a health organization or a factchecking website) reduce participants’ susceptibility to
fake news relative to a control condition in which there is
no correction?
• RQ 2. Will more frequent correction reduce participants’
susceptibility to fake news more?
• RQ 3. Will people’s health anxiety level have an impact
on their susceptibility to misinformation and the effect of
misinformation correction?
We conducted three online experiments (N = 2, 841) on
Amazon Mechanical Turk, examining correction from three
types of users (e.g., health organizations, fact-checking websites, and individual users) (RQ1). We verified that correction from all three types of users could reduce participants’
perceived accuracy rating on the COVID-19 fake news. Critically, we unearthed that participants counted on the reliability of the sources (e.g., social media users or URLs in the
correction). We did not obtain the frequency effect (RQ2).
However, we discovered that participants having high health
anxiety were more likely to believe fake news than low anxiety participants. We also obtained evidence showing the
correction effect only for participants with low health anxiety. Those results imply that people with high health anxiety
are more susceptible to the COVID-19 misinformation and
more resistant to the misinformation correction (RQ3).
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To the best of our knowledge, the current paper is the first
to experimentally investigate the effective user-initiated correction on COVID-19 misinformation. Our experiments improve the understanding of user-initiated correction on misinformation through the following contributions.
• Via systematically-designed experiments, we obtained
correction effect on fake news from three different types
of users: individual users, health organizations, and factchecking websites.
• We unearthed that people weigh the reliable sources in
correction the most when deciding perceived accuracy
rating.
• We found that individuals with high health anxiety are
more susceptible to health-related misinformation than
those with low health anxiety and correction can work
better for individuals with low health anxiety.

Related Work
Misinformation
Despite many definitions, the term “misinformation” generally refers to falsely fabricated information regardless of
whether it includes intent to mislead (Cook, Ecker, and
Lewandowsky 2015; Ha, Andreu Perez, and Ray 2021). According to one of the commonly used definitions, it indicates
information without clear evidence and expert opinion (Nyhan and Reifler 2010; Vraga and Bode 2017). Meanwhile,
“fake news,” as a type of misinformation (Lazer et al. 2018),
has begun to attract the public’s attention with the growth of
social media and mobile media since 2008, and have become
popularized around the world since the 2016 U.S. presidential election (Quandt et al. 2019). In this work, we call interchangeably false information on social media either misinformation or fake news.

Misinformation and Correction
With the dissemination of misinformation online, researchers are increasingly interested in correcting misinformation (Seifert 2002; Nyhan and Reifler 2010; Gordon
and Shapiro 2012; Cook, Ecker, and Lewandowsky 2015;
Thorson 2016; Ha, Andreu Perez, and Ray 2021). Nevertheless, empirical studies revealed mixed results on the effect
of correction (Walter and Murphy 2018). While some studies showed that correction can significantly reduce participants’ misinformation belief (Vraga and Bode 2017; Bode
and Vraga 2018), the other studies showed negative effects
such as backfire (Nyhan and Reifler 2010; Mosleh et al.
2021), or combined effects simultaneously (Nyhan and Reifler 2015; Jiang and Wilson 2018).
Lewandowsky and his colleagues analyzed the reasons for
failure of misinformation correction comprehensively from
a psychological perspective and suggested solutions, such
as alternative account, emphasis on facts, and simple rebuttal (Lewandowsky et al. 2012). Walter and Murphy (2018)
conducted a meta-analysis of empirical studies and categorized promising ways of correction, including source credibility, fact-checking, and providing general warnings.

Due to the proliferation of misinformation on social media (Allcott and Gentzkow 2017), recent studies on correction effects have mainly centered on platforms such as
Twitter and Facebook. Depending on who initiated the correction, we can divide those studies into two approaches:
platform-driven correction and user-initiated correction.
Platform-driven Correction. Studies of platform-driven
correction evaluated corrections, including fact-checking
warnings (Pennycook, Cannon, and Rand 2018; Seo, Xiong,
and Lee 2019) or related articles (Smith and Seitz 2019).
Due to the inclusion of news sources, the effect of platformdriven corrections was somewhat inconclusive (Smith and
Seitz 2019). After controlling the news source, Seo, Xiong,
and Lee (2019) found that the effect of fact-checking warning became non-significantly different from a control condition. Moreover, the effect of platform-driven corrections
may also be impacted by the public’s increasing distrust of
social media platforms due to events such as personal information leakage or excessive control over information.2
User-initiated Correction. Since users are the main actors of information sharing on social media (Boyd and Ellison 2007; Bechmann and Lomborg 2013), the other approach concentrates upon user-initiated correction using
user comments or posts (Vraga and Bode 2017; GesserEdelsburg et al. 2018). Vraga and Bode investigated the
effect of user-initiated correction on Zika virus misinformation using users’ comments on social media (Vraga and
Bode 2017, 2018; Bode and Vraga 2018). They manipulated
one post within a simulated Twitter or Facebook feed. In
the control condition, there was no misinformation. In the
treatment conditions, a piece of fake news about the Zika
outbreak in the U.S. was presented, with the image and the
headline claiming that the outbreak was caused by the release of GMO mosquitoes. Following misinformation, a debunking sentence with a reference link from the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) was presented.
Across conditions, the source of correcting comments was
varied from an organization (e.g., CDC), an individual, or
both.
They recruited undergraduate students and measured participants’ misperception about the Zika virus before and after the correction of misinformation. Across studies, they
demonstrated that social correction could work if it includes
sufficient source information, including organization logos
(such as snopes.com and CDC) and reference links from
the organizations. Their results also revealed that platforms
(Facebook or Twitter) did not matter (Vraga and Bode 2018)
and social and algorithmic corrections were equally effective in mitigating misperceptions (Bode and Vraga 2018).
One of their studies found the correction effect from a reputable organization (e.g., CDC) but not from an individual
user (Vraga and Bode 2017).
Moreover, recent work showed that people experience
both misinformation and its correction on social media.
Bode and Vraga (2021) conducted an online survey about
people’s correction experience regarding COVID-19 misin2
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formation on social media. Out of 1,094 participants, 34%
witnessed that others’ wrong beliefs were corrected and 22%
corrected others’ misinformation, demonstrating users’ active participation in correction. Given the impacts of userinitiative comments, it is critical to examine the effective
correction in the setting of COVID-19. In our current work,
we evaluated a single correction comment initiated by different social media users (e.g., an organization user or an
individual user) with a more structured experimental design
using COVID-19 news.

Health Anxiety
Besides an innumerable amount of COVID-19 fake news being spread online (Tasnim, Hossain, and Mazumder 2020),
many cases related to health anxiety (i.e., hypochondria) and
mental health issues have been reported during COVID-19
pandemic (Jungmann and Witthöft 2020). Prior studies (Asmundson and Taylor 2020; Banerjee, Rao et al. 2020) explain abnormally increased fear and anxiety for health as one
reason for information seeking about the COVID-19, which
is also called “Cyberchondria” (McMullan et al. 2019; Laato
et al. 2020). Considering the health news topic, we also
measured participants’ health anxiety (Lucock and Morley
1996) and analyzed its impact on the effect of correction for
COVID-19 misinformation.

The Present Study
We investigated a single user-initiated correction comment
using tweets format in three online experiments. In contrast to prior works (Bode and Vraga 2015; Vraga and Bode
2017), we recruited Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
workers who are more demographically diverse (Berinsky,
Huber, and Lenz 2012; Briones and Benham 2017; Weigold
and Weigold 2021) than college students. In each experiment, participants evaluated eight to twelve pieces of fake
and real news about COVID-19 instead of evaluating a single piece of misinformation. We examined the effect of correction comments on people’s acceptance of fake news about
COVID-19 compared to a control in which comments without correction were presented, rather than examining the
correction effect by comparing participants’ pre- and postperception of misinformation (Vraga and Bode 2017).
We examined COVID-19 misinformation, which is most
timely. Moreover, we ran our experiments at three different time points over six months during the COVID-19 pandemic. We updated the evaluated news set from Experiment
2 to reflect the rapidly pouring news. We proposed and evaluated different types of users on social media (e.g., individual users, health organizations, and fact-checking websites).
Experiment 1 examined the effect of a single correction
comment about COVID-19 fake news by individual users or
organization users. Experiment 2 was conducted to replicate
the findings of Experiment 1 using a new set of COVID19 real and fake news. Experiment 3 increased the types of
correction to be investigated for a more systematic understanding of the correction effect.

Figure 1: An example of COVID fake news stimuli across
the three between-subject conditions composed of an image,
a headline, and a snippet of the news article shown under
a message tweeting the fake news. Following the tweet, a
comment was presented. The comment sentences of hORG
and hIND are the same, correcting the tweet by indicating
the falsity of the fake news with an identical reference link
from a health organization (CDC or WHO). CON has a comment without a correction message or a reference link.

Experiment 1
Using a between-subject design, we investigated the effect of correction comments on COVID-19 misinformation
across three conditions: no correction (CON), correction by
an individual user (hIND), and correction by a health organization (hORG). Specifically, fake news stimuli of hIND and
hORG had the same correcting comment, including a reference link from a health organization. “h” indicates the identical link from health organizations (CDC or WHO). Moreover, to investigate the frequency effect of correction, we
composed Phases 1 and 2. Half of the fake and real news of
Phase 1 were presented again at Phase 2, each of which was
with a similar correcting comment but from a different user
and a different organizational source.

Participants
In this and the following experiments, we recruited participants by posting the Human Intelligent Task (HIT) on
MTurk. We restricted the workers to those who (1) were at
least 18 years old; (2) were located in the U.S.; and (3) completed more than 100 HITs with a HIT approval rate of at
least 95%. Qualtrics was used to program our online studies.
Our study was approved by the institutional review board
(IRB) office at our institution.

Materials
We selected eight news articles about COVID-19 released
between March and May 2020 from snopes.com or poli-

tifact.com, both of which are well-regarded fact-checking
websites. Four pieces of the news were fake and the other
four pieces were real. Also, we used another piece of real
news for an attention check (Hauser and Schwarz 2016).
As shown in Figure 1, we created a simulated Twitter interface, in which each piece of news was embedded within
a tweet message. For each stimulus, a tweet message from
a fictional user was presented above the COVID-19 news.
The tweet message was a short sentence related to the news
without any correcting message. The embedded news was
composed of an image, a headline, and a snippet of the news
article. Following the news article, a comment from another
user was presented.
For the fake news, each comment in the hIND and hORG
conditions included a sentence pointing out the falsity of the
fake news articles with a reference link from an authoritative organization (CDC for Phase 1, WHO for Phase2). The
correction messages and the reference links were the same
between hORG and hIND.
In contrast, each comment of the fake news in CON did
not contain a correcting sentence or reference link. Instead,
the comment included a commenter’s plausible but noncorrecting messages varied according to the contents of each
piece of news. Likewise, the real news comments had noncorrecting messages, which were constructed in the same
way as the fake news in CON. We used the same set of real
news and its comments across the three conditions.3
When we presented half of the stimuli again at Phase 2,
we varied the user of the comment for both fake and real
news regardless of conditions. Furthermore, we presented a
different reference link for fake news of hORG and hIND
at Phase 2 (e.g., the comment from CDC and a reference
link, cdc.gov/coronavirus, in Phase 1, the comment from
World Health Organization (WHO) and a reference link,
who.int/coronavirus, in Phase 2). The expressions of comments at both phases conveyed the same content but with
some wording changes. All authors reached a consensus on
the contents of all messages we used for experiments.

Procedure
Figure 2 illustrates the flow chart of Experiment 1. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions. After participants provided informed consent, Phase 1 started,
in which the eight pieces of stimuli were presented in a randomized order. Half of them included fake news and the
other half included real news. We asked two questions to
examine participant’s susceptibility to the “claim” embedded in the news article of each stimulus. First, participants
answered, “How accurate is the claim in the above news?”
on a 7-point scale with “1” meaning “Very inaccurate” and
“7” meaning “Very accurate.” Then they rated their willingness to share the news by answering, “Would you consider
sharing this news online (for example, through Facebook
or Twitter)?” using another 7-point scale with “1” meaning
“Never” and “7” meaning “Always.”
Following Phase 1, two pieces of the real news stimuli
and two pieces of the fake news stimuli were presented once
3
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Figure 2: A flow chart of Experiment 1. CON, hORG, and
hIND refer to the three between-subject conditions. At Phase
1, four pieces of fake news stimuli and four pieces of real
news stimuli were shown in a randomized order for participants. One piece of real news stimulus was presented for an
attention check. At Phase 2, half of the fake news stimuli and
half of the real news stimuli from Phase 1 were shown again.
We used a semi Latin-square design for a better-balanced assignment of news shown at Phase 2. All stimuli at Phase 2
were randomly presented as well. After Phase 2, questions
of demographic information and health anxiety were asked
as post-session questions in Experiment 1.
more in a randomized order at Phase 2 to investigate the
effect of correction frequency. We used a semi Latin-square
design for a better-balanced assignment of news shown at
Phase 2. Participants answered the same two questions for
each piece of stimuli as Phase 1.
After Phase 2, there was a post-session questionnaire. Participants first filled in their demographic information, including age, gender, ethnicity, and education. Then we measured participants’ health anxiety level using four representative questions (Lucock and Morley 1996). A 5-point scale
with “1” meaning “None at all” and “5” meaning “A great
deal” was used for the first two questions: 1) “How much do
you usually worry about your health?” and 2) “How much
are you ever worried that you may get a serious illness in the
future?” Another 5-point scale with “1” meaning “Rarely”
and “5” meaning “Usually” was used for the latter two questions: 3) “How often do you tend to read up about illness
and disease to see if you may be suffering from one?” and 4)
“How often do your bodily symptoms stop you from concentrating on what you are doing?” Participants were allowed to
choose “Prefer not to answer” for all post-session questionnaires except for age.
An extra piece of real news was included at Phase 1 to exclude inattentive participants. We presented specific instructions about how to answer the attention-check question to
the participants. For any participants who failed to follow
the instruction, their survey was terminated immediately.

Results
We recruited 1, 275 MTurk workers in July 2020. We accepted 907 participants’ answers after removing five responses submitted out of the U.S., two responses submitted
within two minutes (median completion time was about six
minutes), 103 responses who failed an attention check, and

Item
Gender

Age

Ethnicity

Education

Options
Female
Male
Prefer not to answer
18-27
28-37
38-47
48-57
58-67
Over 67
Asian
African American
Hispanic/Latino
Caucasian
Other
Prefer not to answer
High school
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Doctorate degree
Other
Prefer not to answer

Exp.1
49.4%
49.6%
1.0%
20.6%
33.8%
21.1%
13.3%
8.2%
3.0%
8.9%
12.4%
4.5%
70.3%
2.8%
1.1%
6.3%
48.5%
20.3%
2.9%
21.8%
0.2%

Exp.2
51.8%
47.8%
0.4%
19.0%
33.6%
20.8%
13.9%
9.6%
3.0%
7.3%
9.8%
5.5%
74.4%
2.3%
0.8%
7.9%
44.9%
19.0%
2.1%
25.5%
0.5%

Exp.3
55.7%
44.2%
0.2%
16.4%
39.5%
23.3%
11.9%
6.9%
2.1%
5.9%
11.8%
6.6%
73.5%
1.6%
0.5%
7.0%
47.4%
19.2%
3.3%
22.9%
0.3%

Table 1: Demographic information of the participants in the
three experiments.
258 duplicated submissions. The numbers of participants of
the three conditions included in the data analysis are as follows: 295 (CON), 305 (hORG), and 307 (hIND). We paid
$0.75 for participants who completed the task based on an
hourly payment of $7.5. Participants’ demographic information is shown in Table 1.
For data analysis, we used three levels of news frequency
: ONCE (Phase 1 results of news shown at Phase 1 only),
T W O1st (Phase 1 results of news shown at both phases),
T W O2nd (Phase 2 results of news shown at both phases).
Perceived accuracy rating and willingness-to-share measures were entered into 3 (condition: CON, hORG, hIND) ×
2 (veracity: fake, real) × 2 (frequency: ONCE, T W O2nd )
mixed analysis of variances (ANOVAs) (Herzog, Francis,
and Clarke 2019) with a significance level of .05, respectively. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction were performed. We report the effect size using ηp2 reported by
SPSS (Ecker, Lewandowsky, and Apai 2011; Vraga and
Bode 2017).4
To understand the frequency effect, we also analyzed the
results between ONCE and T W O1st , and between T W O1st
and T W O2nd . Across the three experiments, the analysis results did not show any significant difference between
ONCE and T W O1st . Also, the results of the analysis between T W O1st and T W O2nd showed similar patterns and
had only marginal differences compared to the results between ONCE and T W O2nd . Thus, we evaluated the main
analysis between ONCE and T W O2nd in this and the following experiments.
2
We are aware of ηG
, which was recommended to report (Bakeman 2005; Lakens 2013) considering factors manipulated and measured between subjects (Olejnik and Algina 2003). To make the results comparable to the literature (Vraga and Bode 2017), we report
the ηp2 to show the effect size based on SPSS analysis.
4

Figure 3: The average values of perceived accuracy ratings
as a function of frequency × condition for real news (left
panel) and fake news (right panel) with one standard error.
Perceived Accuracy Rating. Results of average the perceived accuracy rating are shown in Figure 3. Participants
clearly distinguished real news (5.15) from fake news (2.55),
F(1,904) 5 = 1914.98, p < .001, ηp2 = .679. The two-way interaction of news veracity × condition was also significant,
F(2,904) = 12.85, p < .001, ηp2 = .028. Post-hoc tests revealed that the effect of condition was significant for both
fake news, F(2,904) = 6.65, p = .001, ηp2 = .014, and real
news, F(2,904) = 4.29, p = .014, ηp2 = .009. Nevertheless, the effect of condition revealed different patterns. For
fake news, only participants in the hORG condition (2.27)
gave lower accuracy ratings relative to the CON condition
(2.79), padj. = .001. The other two pairwise comparisons
(i.e., CON vs. hIND (2.58), padj. = .427, and hORG vs.
hIND, padj. = .090) were not significant. For real news, relative to CON (5.01), participants gave higher accuracy ratings for both hORG (5.22), padj. = .029, and hIND (5.22),
padj. = .039. However, the perceived accuracy ratings between hORG and hIND conditions were not significantly different, padj. > .999.
Thus, we obtained the correction effect of comment from
an organization user for COVID-19 fake news, which is in
agreement with the prior work about Zika virus misinformation (Vraga and Bode 2017). Also, we found the positive
impact of the news correction on real news.
Sharing Decisions. Results of willingness-to-share measure are presented in Figure 4. Participants’ willingness to
share real news (3.68) was higher than that of fake news
(2.35), F(1,904) = 708.13, p < .001, ηp2 = .439. The interaction between veracity × condition only showed a trend to
be significant, F(2,904) = 2.87, p = .057, ηp2 = .006. Moreover, participants’ overall rating for the willingness-to-share
measure (real: 3.68, fake: 2.35) was lower than that of the
perceived accuracy rate (real: 5.15, fake: 2.55), indicating
that they tended to be conservative in sharing decisions than
perceived accuracy evaluation.
Health Anxiety. We calculated a mean score of the four
questions about health anxiety after removing the results of
two participants who refused to answer all of the questions
(CON:294, hORG:305, hIND:306). We then classified the
5

F value equals to variance estimate based on variability among
group means divided by variance estimate based on variability
within groups. Hence, the larger F value indicates that the variability in the measurements is mostly determined by the group differences (Herzog, Francis, and Clarke 2019).

Figure 4: The average values of willingness-to-share as a
function of frequency × condition for real news (left panel)
and fake news (right panel) with one standard error.
results into two groups: low health anxiety (scores from 1 to
2) and high health anxiety (scores from 3 to 5). For the statistical tests, we added health anxiety as an additional betweensubject factor into the main analysis. For perceived accuracy
rating, participants with high health anxiety (4.30) gave a
higher accuracy rating than those with low health anxiety
(3.58), F(1,899) = 93.24, p < .001, ηp2 = .094, and its interaction with veracity, F(1,899) = 71.67, p < .001, ηp2 = .074,
were significant. The effect of health anxiety was more evident for the fake news (high health anxiety: 3.28; low health
anxiety: 2.09), F(1,903) = 104.84, p < .001, ηp2 = .104
than for the real news (high health anxiety: 5.29; low health
anxiety: 5.06), F(1,903) = 10.99, p < .001, ηp2 = .012.
Likewise, participants with high health anxiety (3.78)
showed more willingness to share news than those with
low health anxiety (2.57), F(1,899) = 125.79, p < .001,
ηp2 = .123. The two-way interaction of veracity × health
anxiety was also significant, F(1,899) = 9.76, p = .002,
ηp2 = .011. The effect of health anxiety was also more evident for the fake news (high health anxiety: 3.19; low health
anxiety: 1.84), F(1,903) = 124.00, p < .001, ηp2 = .121,
than for the real news (high health anxiety: 4.33; low health
anxiety: 3.29), F(1,903) = 78.45, p < .001, ηp2 = .080.
We also obtained a four-way interaction of veracity × frequency × conditions × health, F(2,899) = 3.13, p = .044,
ηp2 = .007. The post-hoc test presented that it was mainly
due to a non-significant trend of correction effect on fake
news for the low health anxiety group, F(2,557) = 2.81,
p = .061, ηp2 = .010, suggesting the misinformation susceptibility of people with high health anxiety was somewhat
difficult to mitigate.

Summary
In Experiment 1, we examined the effects of correcting
comments from health organizations (hORG) and individual users (hIND) (RQ1), as well as the effect of correction
frequency (RQ2) in helping users mitigate fake news. Consequently, we verified the effect of correction from a health
organization (hORG) for reducing perceived accuracy rating
on fake news as in the prior study (Vraga and Bode 2017)
but did not find a frequency effect. Furthermore, we discovered perceived accuracy rating of real news was higher given
correction compared to CON, which indicates correction increased participants’ confidence in real news through learning effects from the correction on fake news.
In addition, we found that participants with high health

Figure 5: The average values of perceived accuracy ratings
in Experiment 2 as a function of frequency × condition for
real news (left panel) and fake news (right panel) with one
standard error.
anxiety were more susceptible to COVID-19 misinformation
than those with low health anxiety (RQ3): People with high
health anxiety gave higher perceived accuracy ratings and
were more willing to share health-related news than those
with low heath anxiety; and such pattern was more evident
for the fake news than for the real news.

Experiment 2
To replicate the findings of Experiment 1, we conducted Experiment 2 with up-to-date COVID-19 news articles released
from May to July 2020. The experimental setting was the
same as Experiment 1 except as noted. We created twelve
stimuli, half about fake news and the other half about real
news, on the simulated Twitter interface of Experiment 1.
The attention check was between Phases 1 and 2. We added
two political-stance related questions in the post-session
questions due to the impact of political ideology on people’s susceptibility to COVID-19 misinformation (Calvillo
et al. 2020). Moreover, we included follow-up questions to
identify which factors among the given stimuli influenced
participants’ perceived accuracy rating.

Results
We recruited 1,255 MTurk workers in December 2020. We
accepted 768 participants’ answers after removing two responses submitted out of the U.S., 291 who failed an attention check, 186 duplicated submissions, and eight responses
submitted less than three minutes (median completion time
is about ten minutes). The numbers of participants included
for data analysis are as follows: 253 (CON), 261 (hORG),
and 254 (hIND). The base payment was $0.50. There was
a bonus of $0.75 for participants who passed the attention
check and completed the task. The payment rate ($7.5/hr)
is the same as Experiment 1. Participants’ demographic information is shown in Table 1. We analyzed the data in the
same way as Experiment 1.
Perceived Accuracy Rating. Average results of the real
and fake news for each condition are shown in Figure 5. The
main effects of news veracity, F(1,765) = 1411.78, p < .001,
ηp = .649, condition, F(2,765) = 4.15, p = .016, ηp2 = .011,
as well as the two-way interaction of news veracity × condition, F(2,765) = 17.53, p < .001, ηp2 = .044, were significant. Same as in Experiment 1, participants can distinguish
real news (4.91) from fake news (2.71). Post-hoc analysis

Figure 6: The average values of willingness-to-share as a
function of frequency × condition for real news (left panel)
and fake news (right panel) with one standard error.
revealed that the perceived accuracy ratings across the conditions were similar for real news but different for fake news.
Compared to CON (3.11), lower accuracy rating was evident for fake news at hORG (2.48), padj. < .001, and hIND
(2.55), padj. < .001, respectively. Thus, the correction effect was evident for both hORG and hIND conditions. In
addition, there was a three-way interaction of veracity × frequency × conditions, F(2,765) = 3.45, p = .032 , ηp2 = .009,
showing decreased perceived accuracy rating for fake news
from ONCE to T W O2nd in hORG (2.54 → 2.41) and hIND
(2.59 → 2.50) but not in CON (3.10 → 3.11).
Sharing Decisions. Results of willingness-to-share measure are presented in Figure 6. Participants showed more
willingness to share real news (3.41) than fake news (2.34),
F(1,765) = 480.27, p < .001, ηp2 = .386. The interaction
of veracity × condition was significant, F(2,765) = 8.25,
p < .001, ηp2 = .021. The main effect of condition was
not significant at each veracity level. However, participants’
willingness-to-share for the hORG and hIND conditions
showed a trend to be larger than that of CON for the real
news, while an opposite pattern was revealed for fake news.
Moreover, the two-way interaction of veracity × frequency approached significance, F(1,765) = 3.76, p = .053,
ηp2 = .005, suggesting an increase of willingness to share
for real news but a decreasing trend for fake news from
ONCE to T W O2nd . As in Experiment 1, the average of
willingness-to-share measure was lower than that of perceived accuracy rating, indicating that participants tended to
be conservative in sharing news regardless of news accuracy.
Health Anxiety. After removing the results of three participants who did not complete the questions, we analyzed
765 (CON:251, hORG:261, hIND:253) participants’ results
by adding health anxiety in the main analyses. For perceived
accuracy rating, participants with high health anxiety (4.09)
gave a higher accuracy rating than those with low health
anxiety (3.63), F(1,759) = 37.62, p < .001, ηp2 = .047.
And its interaction with veracity, F(1,759) = 7.41, p =
.007, ηp2 = .010 was also significant. As in Experiment 1,
the effect of health anxiety was more evident for the fake
news (high health anxiety: 3.09; low health anxiety: 2.46),
F(1,763) = 28.07, p < .001, ηp2 = .035, than for the real
news (high health anxiety: 5.10; low health anxiety: 4.80),
F(1,763) = 18.73, p < .001, ηp2 = .024. Moreover, the threeway interaction of veracity× condition × health anxiety was
significant, F(1,759) = 3.38, p = .034, ηp2 = .009. Post-hoc
comparison showed that the correction on fake news turned

out to be effective for participants with low health anxiety
in the hORG (2.09), padj. < .001, and the hIND (2.27),
padj. < .001, than those in the CON (3.03), respectively.
Participants with high health anxiety (3.44) gave higher
willingness-to-share score than those with low health anxiety (2.51), F(1,759) = 67.99, p < .001, ηp2 = .082. Thus,
people who are highly anxious about their health tended to
share more health-related news regardless of news veracity.
Political Stance. At the post-session questions, we also
measured participants’ political stance with a 5-point scale
(“1” meaning “very liberal,” “5” meaning “very conservative”). Participants who gave a rating of “1” or “2” were categorized as liberals (336), and those who gave a rating of “4”
or “5” were categorized as conservatives (228). We excluded
moderates (204), i.e., who gave a rating of “3” from the data
analysis. We added political stance (liberals, conservatives)
as another factor into ANOVAs of perceived accuracy rating
and willingness-to-share measure, respectively.
For both perceived accuracy rating and willingnessto-share measure, the main effect of political stance,
2
= .087 and
F s(1,558) = 52.89 and 30.50, ps < .001, ηps
.052, and its interaction with veracity, F s(1,558) = 135.63
2
= .196 and .104, were signifiand 65.09, ps < .001, ηps
cant. Specifically, for perceived accuracy rating, the effect of
political stance was only significant for the fake news (liberals: 2.18, conservatives: 3.58), F(1,562) = 108.85, p < .001,
ηp2 = .162, but not for the real news (liberals: 5.0, conservatives: 4.91), F(1,562) = 1.306, p = .254, ηp2 = .002. For the
willingness-to-share measure, the effect of political stance
was more evident for the fake news (liberals:1.90, conservatives: 3.12), F(1,562) = 66.94, p < .001,ηp2 = .106,
than for the real news (liberals:3.32, conservatives: 3.65),
F(1,562) = 4.84, p = .028, ηp2 = .009.
Yet, we did not obtain the three-way interaction of political stance × veracity × condition for perceived accuracy rating or willingness-to-share measure, F s(1,558) = 2.18 and
2
= .008 and .006, indicating
1.82, ps = .114 and .162, ηps
minimal impacts of correction on addressing conservatives’
higher susceptibility to COVID-19 misinformation.
Influential Factors. In the post-session question, we also
asked participants to specify factors that impacted their perceived accuracy rating, including “user tweet (text),” “users
tweet (image),” “comments,” and “other.” For participants
who selected “comments,” we further asked them to select the parts of comments affected their decision the most
among the options “who wrote the comment,” “how persuasively the comment was written,” “whether the comment included a reference URL,” and “other.”
As shown in Figure 7 top panel, the majority of the participants chose “other’s comments” as the most influential
factors, and the results were similar between hORG (36%)
and hIND (33.9%). For participants who chose “comment,”
those in the hORG condition chose “who wrote” the most
(67.6%) while those in the hIND condition chose “URL” the
most (49.6%), χ2(3) = 103.54, p < .001, revealing the influence of reliable sources.

Figure 8: The average values of perceived accuracy ratings
as a function of frequency × condition for real news (left
panel) and fake news (right panel) with one standard error.

Figure 7: The top panel shows the response rate of the
follow-up question asking the most influential factors in participants’ perceived accuracy rating, and the bottom panel
shows that of the most influential factors in the comment.

Summary
In Experiment 2, we not only replicated the effects of a correcting comment from health organizations (hORG) but also
verified the correction effect from individual users (hIND).
Both hORG and hIND reduced perceived accuracy rating on
fake news (RQ1). Moreover, we obtained that participants
relied on reliable sources of correcting comments. Specifically, hORG valued “who wrote the comment” the most
while hIND valued “URL” the most. We also obtained evidence of the frequency effect showing decreased perceived
accuracy rating for the fake news at Phase 2 (RQ2). Meanwhile, we found both hORG and hIND were effective for the
low anxiety group to reduce their perceived accuracy rating
on fake news (RQ3).

Experiment 3
Besides health organizations, fact-checking websites investigated false claims about COVID-19 from the beginning of
the pandemic (Brennen et al. 2020). Thus, we ran Experiment 3 not only to verify again the correction effects of existing conditions (hORG, hIND), but also to examine the correction effects with two new conditions that are relevant to
fact-checking websites (fcORG, fcIND, where “fc” indicates
fact-checking websites). All experiment designs and news
contents were the same as Experiment 2 except as noted.
fcORG condition included correction from a fact-checking
website with a reference link from the site. fcIND condition
included the identical reference link as the fcORG condition
but the correction was from an individual user. Regarding
frequency effect, for both the fcORG and fcIND conditions,
the link of snopes.com was used for the correction at Phase
1, and the link of politifact.com was used for the correction
at Phase 2.

Results
We recruited 2, 060 MTurk workers from November to December, 2020. We accepted 1, 166 participants’ answers af-

Figure 9: The average values of willingness-to-share as a
function of frequency × condition for real news (left panel)
and fake news (right panel) with one standard error.
ter removing one incomplete submission, four responses
submitted out of the U.S., 406 who failed an attention check,
473 duplicated submissions, and ten responses submitted
less than three minutes (median completion time is about
10 minutes). The number of participants for each condition
is as follows: 250 (CON), 236 (hORG), 227 (hIND), 214
(fcORG), and 239 (fcIND). The payment was the same as
Experiment 2. Participants’ demographic information is as
Table 1.
Perceived accuracy rating and willingness-to-share measure were entered into 5 (condition: CON, hORG, hIND,
fcORG, fcIND) × 2 (veracity: fake, real) × 2 (frequency: ONCE, T W O2nd ) mixed ANOVAs with a significance level of .05, respectively. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction were performed.
Perceived Accuracy Rating. Results of perceived accuracy rating are shown in Figure 8. Same as prior two experiments, participants can distinguish real news (4.97) from
fake news (2.95), F(1,1161) = 1577.27, p < .001, η 2 =
.576. The main effect of condition was also significant,
F(4,1161) = 3.76, p = .005, ηp2 = .013, and the difference among conditions was qualified by the effect of news
veracity, F(4,1161) = 12.59, p < .001, ηp2 = .042. Same as
Experiment 2, post-hoc tests revealed that the effect of each
treatment condition was significant for the fake news compared to CON, padjs. < .001.
Sharing Decisions. Results of willingness-to-share measure are presented in Figure 9. Participants showed more
willingness to share real news (3.71) than fake news (2.66),
F(1,1161) = 605.38, p < .001, ηp2 = .343. Also, the interaction of veracity × condition was significant, F(4,1161) =
4.32, p = .002, ηp2 = .015. In the post-hoc comparisons,
only the gap between fcIND and CON for fake news was
significant, padj. = .033.

Health Anxiety. We analyzed 1166 participants’ results
as in previous experiments. For perceived accuracy rating,
participants with high health anxiety (4.32) gave a higher
accuracy rating than those with low health anxiety (3.72)
F(1,1156) = 84.42, p < .001, ηp2 = .068, and such pattern was more evident for fake news (high health anxiety: 3.45; low health anxiety: 2.63), F(1,1164) = 67.58,
p < .001, ηp2 = .051 than for real news (high health anxiety: 5.20; low health anxiety: 4.82), F(1,1164) = 41.63,
p < .001, ηp2 = .035.
For willingness-to-share, participants with high health
anxiety (3.83) gave higher willingness-to-share score than
those with low health anxiety (2.75), F(1,1156) = 124.33,
p < .001, ηp2 = .097, similar to Experiments 1 and 2. Thus,
highly anxious people about their health tended to share
more health-related news regardless of news veracity.
Political Stance. We analyzed the effect of political stance
as in Experiment 2 with 464 of liberals and 377 of conservatives after removing 325 moderates. The main effect of
political stance, F s(1,831) = 24.53 and 17.95, ps < .001,
2
= .029 and .021, and its interaction with veracity,
ηps
2
= .163 and
F s(1,831) = 161.99 and 80.38, ps < .001, ηps
.088, were significant for both perceived accuracy rating and
willingness-to-share measure. Specifically, for perceived accuracy rating, the effect of political stance was more evident for the fake news (liberals: 2.58, conservatives: 3.73),
F(1,839) = 86.07, p < .001, ηp2 = .093, than for the real
news (liberals: 5.16, conservatives: 4.83), F(1,839) = 22.61,
p < .001, ηp2 = .026. For the willingness-to-share measure,
the effect of political stance was only significant for the fake
news (liberals:2.37, conservatives: 3.33), F(1,831) = 48.54,
p < .001, ηp2 = .055, but not the real news (liberals:3.75,
conservatives: 3.82).
As in Experiment 2, conservatives were more susceptible
to COVID-19 misinformation than liberals (Uscinski et al.
2020). However, we again did not obtain the three-way interaction of political stance × veracity × condition for neither
measures, Fs < 1.0, showing limited impacts of correction
on mitigating conservatives’ higher susceptibility to misinformation as Experiment 2.
Influential Factors. As in Experiment 2, we asked participants which factors were influential for their decisionmaking and which parts of comments influenced the most.
Across all treatment conditions, participants chose “other’s
comments” the most except for those in the hIND condition (see Figure 10 top panel). For the following question
asking the most influential part in the comments, participants in both organization conditions chose “who wrote” the
most while those in both individual conditions chose “URL”
the most, χ2(9) = 145.80, p < .001 (see Figure 10 bottom
panel). Overall, the obtained results were consistent with
those found in Experiment 2.

Summary
Findings of Experiment 3 were consistent with the previous two experiments. All types of corrections were effective in reducing participants’ perceived accuracy rating of

Figure 10: The top panel shows the response rate of the
follow-up question asking the most influential factors in participants’ perceived accuracy rating, and the bottom panel
shows the most influential factors in the comment.
fake news. We verified the effects of a correcting comment
(RQ1) from fact-checking websites (fcORG) as well as the
one from health organizations (hORG). Also, we found the
effects of individual users’ correction which has a reference
link from either fact-checking websites (fcIND) or health organizations (hIND). Moreover, we discovered that participants counted on the reliable source of a correcting comment. Specifically, participants in the hORG and fcORG
weighed “who wrote the comment” the most, while those
in the hIND and fcIND counted on “URL” the most. As in
Experiment 1, we did not obtain the frequency effect (RQ2).
Meanwhile, we found the minimal impacts of health anxiety
or political stance on the correction effect (RQ3).

General Discussion
In the current study, we investigated if the correction from
organization users or individual users can reduce participants’ susceptibility to COVID-19 fake news (RQ1). We
also examined whether more frequent correction can further
reduce the susceptibility (RQ2), and whether individuals’
health anxiety level has an impact on the effect of correction
(RQ3). Across the three online experiments with 2, 841 participants, we examined the correction effects of three types
of users on social media. We verified the effect of userinitiated correction in general, with the fact that participants
counted on the reliability of correction. We also found that
participants with high health anxiety were more susceptible
to COVID-19 fake news than those with low health anxiety
in all experiments.

Effect of Correction from a Single User
Previous work obtained the effect of user-initiated correction on social media by conducting a survey (Bode and
Vraga 2021) or analyzing Twitter data (Jiang et al. 2020).
Also, other studies (Vraga and Bode 2017, 2018) showed
the effect of correcting comments in social media contexts
by conducting experiments. Our study extended those works
by demonstrating the consistent effects of user-initiated correction with reliable sources in reducing perceived accuracy

rating on COVID-19 fake news in a social media context.
We corroborated that people’s perceived accuracy rating
on fake news could be reduced by a single correction comment by health organizations, fact-checking websites, or individual users. In particular, the correction effect was similar across different types of users. Critically, we unearthed
that participants depended on the reliability of sources in the
correction to decide their perceived accuracy rating. Participants in hORG and fcORG chose “who wrote the comment”
the most, while those in hIND and fcIND chose “whether the
comment included a reference URL” the most. The only difference between ORG and IND was whether the correction
is directly delivered by reliable users or indirectly delivered
through reliable URLs. Thus, our findings on the indirect effect of a reliable source contribute to the literature about the
source effect (Vraga and Bode 2017; Seo, Xiong, and Lee
2019).
Although the hIND was effective on correction in Experiments 2 and 3, it did not show a significant difference compared to the no correction condition in Experiment 1. One possible explanation for the difference might
be related to users’ increased knowledge about COVID-19
news (Bode and Vraga 2021), and consequently increased
reliance on other individual users beyond health organizations to gain more information. The above reason may also
explain the non-significant results of Vraga and Bode’s work
(2017) since they implemented a relatively unfamiliar topic
to the participants in their experiment. Moreover, across
the three experiments, we found that participants’ perceived
accuracy rating on real news in the treatment conditions
was increased or similar to that in the control conditions,
indicating limited side effects of user-initiated correction
compared to platform-driven correction (e.g., fact-checking
warnings) (Clayton et al. 2020).
In all experiments, participants were conservative in sharing news than the perceived accuracy rating, which may contribute to the minimal correction effect on misinformation
sharing. Various motivations such as information-seeking,
socializing, status-seeking, or prior social media sharing experience (Lee and Ma 2012) could drive people’s intention
of news sharing on social media regardless of correction.
Future studies could investigate effective correction to prevent misinformation sharing considering such motivations
of sharing behaviors.

Frequency Effect on Correction
Throughout the experiments, the frequency effect on correction was only evident in Experiment 2. Results of Experiments 1 and 3 were consistent with the correction effect
but did not show statistical significance: perceived accuracy
rating and willingness-to-share measures were numerically
smaller for the second correction than the first correction.
Those results may be due to the use of the same comment
messages across phases, since people typically expect varied
comments from different social media users. Future work
could consider varying correction messages to understand
further the frequency effect of correction.

Correction Effect Depending on Health Anxiety
We discovered that participants with high health anxiety
tended to believe and share more news regardless of news
veracity than those with low health anxiety, indicating that
the highly anxious people might seek reassurance through
health information (Starcevic and Berle 2013). In particular,
we verified that hORG and hIND were only effective for the
low health anxiety group to reduce their perceived accuracy
rating on fake news in Experiment 2. To our best knowledge,
our study was the first dealing with the impact of health anxiety on correction for COVID-19 related fake news. Future
studies should contrive correction methods, especially for
people with high health anxiety, to mitigate their susceptibility to COVID-19 misinformation in particular and fake
health news in general.

Correction Effect Depending on Political Stance
Experiments 2 and 3 revealed that conservatives were more
susceptible to COVID-19 fake news than liberals. Such results are in agreement with a recent study showing stronger
beliefs in COVID-19 fake news by conservatives (Uscinski
et al. 2020). In both of our experiments, corrections showed
minimal impacts on helping conservatives. Considering the
impacts of political stance on various misinformation literature (Frenda et al. 2013; Benegal and Scruggs 2018; Pennycook and Rand 2019), we believe that further investigation
on effective correction methods for more vulnerable populations (e.g., conservatives) is essential.

Limitations and Future Work
We discuss a few limitations that could be addressed in future studies. First, we chose MTurk for recruitment to gain
a reasonably large sample size as previous misinformation
studies did (Pennycook, Cannon, and Rand 2018; Clayton
et al. 2020). MTurk workers are more demographically diverse than the college students (Briones and Benham 2017;
Weigold and Weigold 2021). However, the MTurk population in general cannot fully represent the whole population. For instance, most MTurk workers tend to be in their
30’s (Burnham, Le, and Piedmont 2018). Therefore, a more
comprehensive recruiting method could be used to generalize our findings to other samples in future studies. In addition, in terms of materials, we used a more recent news
set in Experiments 2 and 3 since COVID-19 news has been
quickly updated and diversified. This change seemed to lead
to different average gaps of perceived accuracy ratings between real and fake news among experiments: Exp.1 (2.59),
Exp.2 (2.20), Exp3 (2.02). Furthermore, it should be recognized that the effects found in our experiments may not
appear in practice due to exclusion of other factors on social media (e.g., multiple replies and social relationships
among users, etc.). Moreover, we are aware that participants
could not pay attention to the correction in reality because of
many distracting factors on social media, such as other postings and interactions with other users in real time. Also, we
did not measure participants’ prior beliefs in the fake news.
Therefore, we can not rule out the possibility of having negative effects from correction (e.g., backfire effects) (Nyhan

and Reifler 2010; Mosleh et al. 2021). Future works could
develop experimental designs with more ecological validity
and evaluate the generalizability of our findings.

Conclusion

Bakeman, R. 2005. Recommended effect size statistics for repeated
measures designs. Behavior Research Methods, 37(3): 379–384.
Banerjee, D.; Rao, T. S.; et al. 2020. Psychology of misinformation and the media: Insights from the COVID-19 pandemic. Indian
Journal of Social Psychiatry, 36(5): 131–137.

In this work, we carried out three online experiments with a
more systematic design to comprehend the impact of a single
correction comment on mitigating users’ fake news susceptibility on social media. In total, three types of users were
investigated across the experiments. We verified the correction effects on reducing the user’s perceived accuracy ratings from individual users, health organizations, and factchecking websites. Moreover, our study revealed that participants counted on the reliability of correction sources for
their decision-making. We also found that high health anxiety people could be more susceptible to COVID-19 misinformation. Additionally, our results showed that conservatives are more susceptible to COVID-19 fake news than liberals. In conclusion, our findings highlight 1) the importance
of encouraging social media users to leave correcting comments on fake news, as long as they have reliable sources,
and 2) the necessity to develop effective correction methods
considering individual differences (e.g., health anxiety level
and political stance).

Bechmann, A.; and Lomborg, S. 2013. Mapping actor roles in
social media: Different perspectives on value creation in theories
of user participation. New Media & Society, 15(5): 765–781.
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